
Exchange report – My last four months in Madrid, studying at IE University 

About IE University 

It’s a university that has been around for half a century that mainly focuses on business studies, but 

nowadays they’ve also got programs within architecture and communication. They’ve got two 

campuses, one in Madrid and one in Segovia. 

The communication with the school did not go off without a glitch. They took their dear sweet time 

answering emails, and were not able to meet their own deadlines for giving out information about 

registration and enrolment. This left us very confused and worried, due to lack of information about 

postponing their own-set deadlines. I didn’t even book my ticket up until 3 weeks before departure 

due to the school being so hard to get a hold of. What later came to my knowledge was that they did 

not treat everyone else like this.  

When commenting on the classes, take in to account that everything is relative and it all depends on 

the teacher that you get. This school does not focus as much on learning from books, so you’ll be fine 

by just studying of slides and being active during class. 

Attending classes is mandatory, and you’re not allowed to miss more than 30% of your classes to be 

able to pass the course. For that reason, one is not able to take courses that clash a lot. 

The classes that I had at IE were; 

- Bargaining and Negotiation, Corporate Finance, Financial derivative, Financial Reporting and 

Analysis, Introduction to Gamification and Behaviour Management and lastly Social 

Entrepreneurship. My corresponding FACO courses consisted of Corporate Finance and 

Financial Reporting and Analysis. Each of the courses consisted of 6 ECTS. 

The courses that I enjoyed the most in terms of classes where Social Entrepreneurship and 

Bargaining and Negotiation. Social Entrepreneurship probably had the most engaged teacher out of 

all of my classes, she truly had a real passion for this subject and the teacher has achieved a lot in her 

professional field. I had a hard time understanding some of my other teachers due to an unclear 

accent or them just lacking the skills to speak in English, so we pretty much had to guess what the 

teachers said at times. 

 

Housing 

Finding somewhere to live in Madrid is not difficult at all, unless you’ve got too many demands and 

too small of a budget. It’s comfortable living in Salamanca, due to it being a very safe area to live in. 

Salamanca is famous for being the posh area of Madrid. 

I found my housing through Idealista.com, and I lived in a flat with five other people sharing two 

bathrooms. My rent ended up at 470 euros per month, you can certainly find a cheaper room but I 

had certain demands that had to be met and that apartment was fully renovated with cleaning once 

a week included.  

 

 

 



Cost 

Eating out in Madrid is not a lot cheaper then Stockholm, in my opinion, when comparing what you 

actually get for your money. Groceries are by all means cheaper, even when you shop at El Corte 

Inglés. If you’re 26 or younger the metro card will only cost you 20 euros per month, allowing you to 

travel within all zones. Although, Madrid is a nice city to walk in and a lot of times it’s more 

convenient to walk then to go by metro or bus.  

I budgeted to spend more money than just my CSN, but I somehow didn’t even spend all of my CSN 

each month, but it all depends on if you always eat out and how much money you spend on your 

nights out. I was even able to visit the south of Spain for 10 days during Spring break without having 

to cut corners. Flights to Portugal are really cheap from Madrid, so make sure to plan a trip to 

Portugal in there too, I regret not doing it! 

 

Tips, and other things to keep in mind 

- Shopping in Madrid is great, for all types of shoppers. Brands are usually cheaper there than 

in Sweden. 

- The exchange rate was not too bad, just make sure to have a card that allows you to 

withdraw money without a fee since some places have a minimum spend requirements.  

- Also the food in Madrid is not too great, if it hadn’t been for the bread with tomato I don’t 

know how I would have survived. 

- Be sure to go to the museums that offer free entry for students, or just going to them on 

their free days. I really recommend going to the Thyssen-Bornemisza museum, they’ve got 

some real exquisite pieces in their collection. 

- Visit the monastery in El Escorial, it’s amazing to see and they’ve got some really astonishing 

murals and some amazing views and gardens. 

- Go visit the small nearby cities of Madrid like Segovia and Toledo. 

- When in Madrid, eat at Takos Al Pastor they’ve got some amazing tacos for a bargain! And go 

to Tierra Burrito, I miss those lovely burritos 

- Retiro is a really nice place to study in on a warm and sunny day  

 

Overall 

Madrid is a great place to live in if you want to travel, since there’s only one working airport, and if 

you live in Salamanca you can get to it with public transportation (metro card) within 30 minutes. 

They’ve also got really cheap buses to get you all around Spain, and those buses are really good with 

Wi-Fi and everything. Keep in mind that Madrid’s not warm at all during the winter months, it didn’t 

get warm until mid-April and then it escalated quickly from there on. 

About the school, it’s not too hard but you’ve got constant assignments to complete which takes up 

quite a lot of time, even if they’re not demanding. 

I would recommend people to go to Madrid if they want to learn more Spanish, my skills improved 

significantly by just being there. Keep in mind that a lot of locals won’t speak any English at all, so 

learn some useful phrases and words ahead. 

My last words would probably be that your exchange won’t likely be what you imagine it to, but it’s 

definitely worth experiencing! 


